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Dear Members,
This is my last message to you before the summer break so I wish
those of you who will be taking a holiday all the very best and safe
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travels.
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I hope quite a few members will be attending the SPWLA 56th Annual
Evening Lecture
Tuesday 21st July
Core-based and image-based
structural analysis in the characterization of fractured reservoirs – case studies

Symposium in Long Beach, California next week. As per my note last month, I would love to hear feedback

Evening Lecture
Tuesday 08 September
The Origin and Properties of
Flints in the Upper Cretaceous
Chalk, -AND - An assessment
of nuclear-based alternatives
to conventional chemical
source density measurement

provoked much healthy discussion! A fabulous day.

One Day Seminar
Tuesday 24 September
Old data, New tricks: Fresh
challenges, Mature targets,
and Scientific oddities
One Day Seminar
Tuesday 2nd December
Petrophysical Uncertainty

from our European members that manage to make it. Some really interesting papers being presented and I
look forward to seeing the material coming out of the meeting.
Huge thanks to attendees, speakers and those on the committee involved in the “Permeability from Reservoir Quality to the Simulator” one day seminar on 25th June. It was a terrific success, well attended and

We will have one last meeting before the break on Tuesday 21st July at 18:30hrs. The presenter will be
Marco Azevedo and will be delivering a talk titled; “Image-based and core-based structural analysis in the
characterisation of fractured reservoirs – case studies”.
Our first meeting after the summer will be on 8th September with our next one day seminar following
shortly afterwards on 24th September. I urge you to look at the website for both events and should you
wish to consider presenting please see the call for abstracts on the website.

The Seminar is titled “Old

data, New Tricks: Fresh challenges, Mature Targets and Scientific oddities”. It will be run in collaboration
with the UK International Ocean Discovery Program (IODP) and aims to bring together representatives from
Oil & Gas Companies, Service Companies, Academia and other interested parties. Collaboration and innovation are critical for the advancement of technology and the improvement of understanding of any subject
and so this session is set to really be an exciting, informative and rewarding session.
Finally, we have long promised an upgrade to our website and I am pleased to say this is now live. As I
write this note to you we are moving closing down the old site and moving over to the new site.

A fresh

new look and quite a lot more functionality that I hope you enjoy and appreciate. No doubt however
there will be opportunities for improvement so please provide you feedback and constructive criticism to
allow us to improve. We have a “phase 2” of the website upgrade planned, so we can incorporate agreed
changes then.

Best Regards

Iain Whyte
Iain Whyte : LPS President
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LPS Membership Count
LPS membership continue to grow and we are glad to report that as of 12 th of May

Contacts:
Membership
Sharan Dhami
Sharan.Dhami@tullowoil.com

University
Students
119

Industry
Professionals
251

Seminar
Ian Draper
Ian.draper@bakerhuges.com
Newletter
Bilal Fazal
bfazal@slb.com

Upcoming Evening Talks - Starting at 18:30
Date
Tuesday
21st July

Evening Lectures

Presenter

Image-based and core-based structural analysis in Marco Azevethe characterisation of fractured reservoirs – case
do, ALS
studies
Global

Mohammed
The Origin and Properties of Flints in the Upper CretaMusa Aliyu,
ceous Chalk, -AND - An assessment of nuclearTuesday 8th
(University of
September based alternatives to conventional chemical source
Leeds) & Ahdensity measurement
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Next Evening Lecture Abstract
Comparison between core-based and image-based structural analysis in the
characterization of fractured reservoirs – case studies

Fractured reservoirs form a large and increasing proportion of the world’s hydrocarbon reserves. However, despite the importance of fractured reservoirs, geologists tend to underestimate the presence of fractures, especially under higher structural complexity. This fracture underestimation is probably related to
reservoir complexity avoidance during technical work as well as to time and effort savings during both
exploration and production stages. Characterization and forecasting in fractured reservoirs is one of the
most challenging topics in the oil and gas industry. Although wireline logging (i.e. FMI, sonic and SP
logs) provides real time data at surface regarding fractures, there are many concerns associated with
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Inside Story Headline
Old data, New tricks: Fresh challenges, Mature targets, and Scientific
oddities
Thursday 24-Sep-2015

Call for Abstracts
On Thursday 24th Sep, 2015 the London Petrophysical Society
will be holding a one-day seminar entitled “Old data, New
tricks: Fresh challenges, Mature targets, and Scientific oddities”
at the Geological Society, Burlington House, London. This oneday seminar will consist of a series of themed talks each lasting
30 minutes, with five minutes for questions. We shall also distribute the course material (after editing) to all participants for
free, and these can also be purchased if you are not able to
attend the event.
This is a Call for Abstracts for presentations from Oil & Gas Companies, Service
Companies, Independent Consultants, Academia and other interested parties on
the topic.

“Old data, New
tricks”
Seminar Chair

Peter Fitch

This seminar is intended for general technical interest (as opposed to sales or
marketing) and we request that the talks are kept technical in nature, with the
use of generic rather than trade names. Abstracts should be one or two paragraphs including an illustration and submitted in Word Document or Adobe PDF
format.

Please send you abstracts to Peter Fitch , Email: p.fitch@imperial.ac.uk, or any
member of the LPS committee.

Registration
£150 for members and non members, (LPS is not VAT registered).
There are a limited number of free places for Students, but you must register in advance.

Includes lunch and refreshments.
To attend please download a Registration form and email to Ian Draper, VP Seminars.

www.lps.org.uk
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